
Lesson 5


A Clever Slave 
from Fifty Famous People by James Baldwin

     A long time ago there lived a poor slave whose name was Aesop. 
He was a small man with a large head and long arms. His face was 
white, but very homely. His large eyes were bright and snappy. |

     When Aesop was about twenty years old his master lost a great 
deal of money and was obliged to sell his slaves. To do this, he had to 
take them to a large city where there was a slave market. |

     The city was far away, and the slaves must walk the whole dis-
tance. A number of bundles were made up for them to carry. Some 
of these bundles contained the things they would need on the road; 
some contained clothing; and some contained goods which the mas-
ter would sell in the city.

     “Choose your bundles, boys,” said the master. “There is one for 
each of you.” |

     Aesop at once chose the largest one. The other slaves laughed and 
said he was foolish. But he threw it upon his shoulders and seemed 
well satisfied. | The next day, the laugh was the other way. For the 
bundle which he had chosen had contained the food for the whole 
party. After all had eaten three meals from it, it was very much light-
er. And before the end of the journey Aesop had nothing to carry, 
while the other slaves were groaning under their heavy loads. |

     “Aesop is a wise fellow,” said his master. “The man who buys him 
must pay a high price.” |

A very rich man, whose name was Xanthus,1 came to the slave 
market to buy a servant. As the slaves stood before him he asked 
each one to tell what kind of work he could do. | All were eager to be 
bought by Xanthus because they knew he would be a kind master. So 
each one boasted of his skill in doing some sort of labor. One was a 
fine gardener; another could take care of horses; a third was a good 
cook; a fourth could manage a household. |

1.  Xanthus, pronounced zan'thus.
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     “And what can you do, Aesop?” asked Xanthus.

     “Nothing,” he answered.

     “Nothing? How is that?”

     “Because, since these other slaves do everything, there is nothing 
left for me to perform,” said Aesop. |

     This answer pleased the rich man so well that he bought Aesop at 
once, and took him to his home on the island of Samos. |

     In Samos the little slave soon became known for his wisdom and 
courage. He often amused his master and his master’s friends by 
telling droll fables about birds and beasts that could talk. They saw 
that all these fables taught some great truth, and they wondered how 
Aesop could have thought of them. |

     Many other stories are told of this wonderful slave. His master 
was so much pleased with him that he gave him his freedom. Many 
great men were glad to call him their friend, and even kings asked his 
advice and were amused by his fables. |



Lesson 5.1

Prose & Poetry
LITERARY ELEMENTS

3 Observe the Content

 Setting  The story takes place on the master’s land, on the way 
to the city, in the city, and on Samos

	Characters  Aesop, his master Xanthus, and the other slaves

 Conflict  The first problem is Aesop’s need to choose the best 
bundle, the second problem is Aesop’s need to be chosen by 
Xanthus, the kind master.

 Resolution  The first problem is solved by Aesop choosing the 
biggest bundle, because it contained the food, and so got lighter as 
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they went along; the second problem is solved by Aesop using his 
wit to impress Xanthus.

Lang uage Log ic
GRAMMAR PRACTICE AND REVIEW

1. The slave was named [DO] Aesop.

  slave     was named     Aesop.

2. The slaves must walk.

  slave s    must walk.

3. Bundles were made.

  Bundle s     were made.

4. Aesop chose [DO] a bundle.

  Aesop     chose      bundle.

5. Aesop told [DO] fables.

   Aesop      told     fable s.
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Lesson 5.2

Prose & Poetry
NARRATIVE PLOT ANALYSIS
The lines inserted in the selection at the beginning of this lesson 
provide one suggestion for dividing the narrative into a series of 
actions. Please note that other divisions are possible. Ask your 
students to give their reasons for their division of the action.

Langauge Log ic
HARVEY’S EXERCISE 55
The modified noun is in parentheses.

1. loud (report), 2. fearful (storms), beautiful (islands), 8. either 

(road), 12. first (lines), four (lines)

Lesson 5.3

Lang uage Log ic
HARVEY’S EXERCISE 55
The adjective class is in parentheses. For your own understanding 
as a teacher, read over 4.2B in Sentence Sense. You do not need to go 
over this with students, however.

1. loud (descriptive), 2. fearful (descriptive), beautiful (descrip-

tive), 8. either (definitive), 12. first (definitive), four (definitive)
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Lesson 5.4

Lang uage Log ic
SENTENCE DIAGRAMMING

1. The poor slaves carried the heavy [DO] bundles.

            slave s             carried        bundle s        The
        poor

        heavy

        the

2. Wise Aesop had a lighter [DO] bundle.

           Aesop         had        bundle.       Wise

        lighter

         a

3. Aesop gave a clever [DO] answer.

    Aesop      gave            answer.        clever

         a

4. This answer pleased the rich [DO] man.

       rich

       answer          p leased              man        This

        t he
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5. The droll fables express wonderful [DO] truths.

            fable s               expre ss           truths.        The
        droll

       wonderful


